
CREATIVE PORTFOLIO REVIEW 

MARCUS SLY 

I have chosen to write a long poem called ‘Shards of Glass’ for my creative portfolio. I started work 
on this poem early on in the course, and have been continuing with it ever since. As the project took 
shape it became clear that the form it wanted to take was going to be too long to finish in its entire-
ty in the time scale needed. However, it breaks up nicely into three fairly self-contained sections, 
and it is the first of these which I am submitting as my portfolio, and which is the subject of this es-
say. It is included in its entirety in an appendix to this document. When I refer to it in the text I do 
so by page, section and stanza number, for example (p18:x:4). 

BACKGROUND 

I was drawn to write this poem for several reasons. It had been a little while since I had written in a 
long form. I had been working on shorter pieces for sometime and I wanted to ‘stretch my legs’ a 
little. There were some themes I had been exploring in shorter forms which I had started to feel 
would benefit from a larger canvas. In addition I wanted to test myself with writing a longer piece 
in a more formal and structured mode than I had attempted previously. Finally I had been hoping to 
integrate some of the subject areas we have covered on the course into my writing in a more fluid 
way than I had achieved previously, and this seemed like a good chance to try and achieve that.  

It’s inevitable in a long poem that many different themes will be drawn together, and this is certain-
ly the case here. However the core intent of the poem is to attempt to express the spiritual and prac-
tical fragmentation of experience that is part and parcel of living in the post-modern world, while 
also hoping to find a way to weave the fragments back together into some kind of whole. I am in-
terested in how, as modern or post-modern people, we may experience different spiritual realities 
and insights (inspired by competing traditions or our individualised interpretations of these), juxta-
posed and intermingling with conflicting versions of the mundane in what is perhaps a much more 
jarring and unsettling way than was the case in the past. This is something that I have personally 
struggled to come to terms with over the years, and much of my writing is an attempt to confront 
these contradictions, and to seek to forge some new sense of wholeness out of the chaos, without 
denying or cutting off parts of it I don’t like or find uncomfortable. George Trevelyan (1996, p. 1) 
writes that: 

True imagination can blend with the being within form, and rediscover the 
miraculous oneness of all life. The poet is one who can crystallize into words 
this profound experience of identity. Thus, if we can take those words and 
work our imagination livingly into them, we may ourselves experience the 
‘vision of wholeness’ in our souls.  

Bearing that in mind, my intention was to write a poem that somehow ‘livingly’ brings the many 
different ways of experiencing the world that are open to us in the post-modern condition into some 
kind of unity.  
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As fragmented beings, the temptation may be to try and heal the fragmentation acting from one of 
the fragments; this can only lead to greater fragmentation, as Jiddu Krishamurti (1992) points out: 
“as long as action is fragmentary there must be contradiction”. His answer to this conundrum was to 
inquire into the possibility of a state of complete action that transcended fragmentation altogether. 
Another, perhaps more attainable, approach may be to try to bring the fragments into conversation, 
so that they become related to each other, rather than trying to fundamentally heal the fractures. 
This concern with fragmentation and unity is reflected in the structure of the poem, which will con-
sist (when the last two sections are complete) of 216 very diverse and often sharply juxtaposed 
stanzas or ‘shards’, unified by a shared form of 6 lines with four (loose) stresses each, and the fairly 
traditional rhyme scheme AABCCB. These are grouped into 36 6 stanza sections which are in turn 
grouped into 3 12 section parts. The intended effect is to hold the essentially modernist and frac-
tured writing within a sympathetic containing form. 

FRAGMENTS 

In “Shards of Glass” I continually shift between various or perspectives on reality. None of them are 
treated as absolute or even relative “truths”, but rather as viewpoints or modes of being. They can 
broadly be summarised and subdivided as follows: 

 1. Physicality: the basic experience of ‘being’; embodiment; the world as 
physically and emotionally felt. 

 2. Linear Thought and Rationality  
- Rationality, empirical truth and reason (left brain processes).  
- Time enumerated as historical record.  
- Place experienced as resource, geography and location in space.  
- The computer and the digital world (which is only touched on briefly in 
this first section of the poem). 

 3. Liminal and relational modes of being  
- Irrational ways of knowing (right brain processes).  
- Time experienced as memory and myth.  
- The experience of non-phsyical realms and beings.  
- Place experienced as feeling and metaphor.  
- Beauty. 
- The poem itself as a way of experiencing these things. 

 4. Transcendence: holistic experience of reality beyond thought-process 
or image. 

These different viewpoints are not all treated as of equal importance. The third group are given 
greater value in the poem than the others. This is partly to act as a counterweight. Contemporary 
western culture places more value on rational and materialist modes of knowing than on liminal 
and irrational ways, to an extent that that, I believe, is unbalanced. I think one of the roles of art is 
to help restore balance by presenting and valorising ways of seeing that are devalued in the culture 
at large. If I lived in a culture where irrational modes were privileged excessively over the rational, I 
expect the poem would have been written more from the alternate perspective! 
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However the main reason that the irrational, metaphorical and symbolic are given greater value is 
that these modes are able to bring together ideas and experiences which may be impossible to relate 
to each other from a linear, time-bound perspective. In his famous ‘Defence Of Poetry’, Percy Shelley 
(2002, p. 513) points out that “a poet participates in the eternal, the infinite and the one. As far as 
relates to his conceptions, time and space are not.” This makes poetry a powerful tool in the attempt 
to come to terms with the fragmentation brought about by inappropriate and over-zealous applica-
tions of time-bound rationality. 

Because I am attempting to write a poem that, to some extent, integrates as well as merely elaborat-
ing, the fragmentation of experience, I tried to avoid inhabiting any particular political, spiritual or 
artistic ‘ghetto’. I have allowed many disparate and contradictory images and moods into the poem. 
War and empire, the internet and industrial production, sit alongside and are related to nostalgic 
stories of the past, and eternal images of stars, moon, sun, landscape and memory. All these things 
are parts of human experience, and I didn’t want to disallow them a space because they may sit un-
comfortably with refined ideas about spirituality or a particular political perspective.  

We may recall Walt Whitman’s grand declaration in his poem ‘With Antecedents’  (Whitman, & Mat-
terson 2006, p. 182): 

I respect Assyria, China, Teutonia, and the Hebrews,  
I adopt each theory, myth, god, and demi-god,   
I see that the old accounts, bibles, genealogies, are true, without exception… 

My experience of the post-modern condition is of a constant movement between different, and on 
the face of it unreconcilable, modes of being and ways of seeing and relating to the world. This can 
feel alienating because one sees that all models and experiences of reality, no matter how noble or 
enriching they may seem from within, are conditional, partial, and contradicted by others. This can 
lead to a sense of meaninglessness, so-called ‘post-modern angst’ where we are constantly skating 
the surface of experience attempting to find some kind of firm footing. Even our most profound and 
meaningful experiences may end up (p14:iii:6): 

… splayed  
under the turning moods of the ages:  
our flowers, pressed in an empty book. 

How can one dig deep when the ground one is digging in is so shaky? 

One metaphor for this experience as a whole may be of a continuous cycle of fall and redemption, 
or death and re-birth. This traditional image then turns from a large-scale cultural myth to a per-
sonal experience of continually finding meaning and congruence only to have the experience shat-
tered as it comes into contact with another viewpoint or tradition. This experience is written into 
the structure of the poem, where over and over again subjective experiences of truth, the “half true 
words imparted / by some Mediterranean oracle” (p12:i:3) are in turn revelled in, and then col-
lapsed, as they come into contact with the objective mind. Then out of that collapse comes another, 
though always temporary, return to subjective wholeness (p19:x:1-2): 
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We make a centre where we stand!  
and there the sun and planets  
round the earth in monumental circles;  
we make a centre where we stand  
and comets burn their prophecies, and  
Venus traces heart-shaped whorls  

around the brain. But there was Bedfordshire,  
whose downs and bracken lanes led  
on to Dunstable, and Luton with its many yards  
and patios where barbecues and lawns  
encased our mysteries and all  
we did was turned to shards of glass.  

but then the wheel turns again and (p19-20:x:4-6) 

… all  
returns to its original form impelled  
by higher form; the world is held  
in thought —carbanundrum caught 

in a glass matrix like a grinding wheel,  
a balanced disk that shapes or kills  
with a moments inattention spun 
on whisper-smooth bearings. Listen! 
vitreous fragments can coalesce  
into ferns and ponds set under 

woodland branches — scrying pools  
for the subtle waning of the moon 
where a silent woman or a man  
may catch a glimpse of things when  
wind patterns the surface or sends  
gusts that blow back grains of sand . 1

Even an industrial grinding wheel, it seems, can send us back into reverie.  

The aim here is not to try and change or supplant this process but to mythologise it. We take a 
meta-view where each stage in this potentially demoralising cycle is seen simply as an integral part 
of a transcending whole, rather than as defining experiences in themselves. It is the language of po-
etry itself that allows this shift of view to happen: the ongoing turns of the wheel are contained 
within a greater rhythmic and poetic structure which may, by analogy, enable us to consider the 
possibility of seeing the cycle from a higher vantage point where it becomes beautiful; from there 

The grains of sand are, of course, William Blake’s (1971, p 481): “Mock on, mock on, Voltaire, Rousseau: / 1

Mock on, mock on: ‘tis all in vain! / You throw the sand against the wind, / And the wind blows it back 
again.” 
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meaning and depth lie in the perception and mythologising of the cycle rather than in its specific 
contents. 

POLES OF EXPERIENCE 

Some of viewpoints, or perspectives on reality, delineated above can usefully be set against each 
other as opposing poles: 

1. Empirical truth and reason versus irrational ways of knowing : objective versus subjective. 

These two basic visions of reality can be related to Ian McGillchrist’s (2009) theory of the function-
ing of the right and left brain hemispheres. According to this theory, the rational left brain is 
charged with logical and sequential thought, whereas the right takes an intuitive and holistic view. 
We live in a world where rational argument and disputation is seen by many as the only way to 
truth. This is the left brain’s natural mode of operation; in such an argument the intuitive right 
brain will always lose. In attempting to defend non-rational ways of knowing through rationality we 
end up trying to “save the stars from vacuous space / from orbital telescopes / and propaganda” (ix:
1). Following this course we are on a hiding to nothing. If we want to put the right brain’s point of 
view forward effectively we can only do so by using its owns strengths which are relational and 
comparative. Poetry is an ideal vehicle for this. The beauty of it is that it takes language (a left brain 
domain) and turns it round on itself to express right brain concerns. The right brain can encompass 
the left’s perspective far more easily than the other way round (p12:i:1): 

Say the world lies raw on a blade  
of steel: but hold the blade and name  
it a bird and she’ll grasp the world  
with delicate feet and sing of the traffic  
fading on dusky roads, and the tattered  
people and places their love was interred. 

The bird is, of course, Sophia, Wisdom, or the Holy Spirit. But in spite of her presence we always 
retain two competing realities. Which hemisphere’s vision is true —that of the objective left or of 
the subjective right? The answer is inevitably both, “and there lies our hope / though with banded 
wings ” (p19:ix:4). We can never fully escape our fate as beings bound to the material world. 2

2. Time enumerated as historical record versus time experienced as memory and myth 

The meaning of ‘time enumerated as historical record’ is fairly clear. There is the factual recall of 
events which happened and which can, to a certain extent, be researched and confirmed, which 
gives us a certain sense of the arrow of time and our location on it. Against this we may put person-
al or historical time experienced as myth, through the imagination — “the deep memory, redolent 
of nations” (p15:v:4). It contains the stories (either personal or cultural) we tell ourselves of places 
and events. These may be partially true or completely fictitious, but are always tinged with nostal-
gia of some kind, and can function in some way as myth in our lives in lieu of the traditional shared 

 “The iron-imprisoned universe, / Where angels lie with banded wings.” The Blacksmith (Masefield 1925, p. 2

116)
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mythologies which have been substantially undermined since the Enlightenment. So we may see 
ourselves as (p15:v:5-6): 

…the walking chattels of time  
who project a winged image for a while  
onto the screens of quaint picture house  
or multiplex and are then discarded,  
worn out from bondage to a half-  
imagined life;  

living in towns where: 

…dawn comes as death, 
as stale beer on the grass left  
with last night’s glasses and dreams,  
half eaten paper plates enough  
for suburbia. 

Or we may choose to be (p17:viii:1): 

where sun and stars  
make lofty circuits of the hearth  
and the cat sat singing [our] rhymes  

before sallying out (p18:viii:3-4) to: 

trespass on the Abergwesyn Road where hills  
sip from a pórron of stars spilled  
over fords and wind-bent hawthorns”  

Either way, we are living in a reality that is arguably more real than that represented only by an 
empirical model (which these stories contain but transcend); here our experience is denser, with 
many more layers of meaning and resonance. Truly “the mind is not apart from the tales it tells or 
the worlds it dream on” (p18:ix:1). 

Mercia Eliade (1959, p. 97) writes that “every myth shows how a reality came into existence”. In a 
sense a nation’s partially imaginary stories about its past, or an individual’s (also partially imagi-
nary) stories about their personal history can fulfil this function. Such stories, if wisely chosen, 
place us in a narrative that, while it may claim to be literally true, is essentially imaginal in nature, 
and can function as a door both to a richer experience of the present and to liminal and transcen-
dent modes of awareness. The “ruins of time” can indeed “build mansions in eternity”  (William 
Blake, letter to William Hayley, 6th May 1800 in: Keynes, & Blake 1980, p. 16). 

With this poem I didn’t want to reject the everyday life of the senses and rationality, and to lose my-
self and the reader in ‘higher’ spiritual perspectives. But I value those perspectives, and the ability 
they have to give meaning to, and dignify, the material world so that, in James Hillman’s (1989, p. 
121) words, “sunlight enters the vale”. I wanted to acknowledge material specifics, but am tending 
to see these as gateways into much more complex and ephemeral worlds. The “S-class submarines 
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in wartime” (p12:i:3) were real and tangible enough. There are people alive who intimately re-
member them. But those “dog-eared reams of metrical verse” (p12:i:3) were not written “off the 
Hohenhorn”. The image is drawn from an autobiography of a WW2 submarine captain (Young 
2004), who tells of one of his stokers who always produced voluminous quantities of poetry after 
the submarine had been in action. But these actions were in South East Asia. The Hohenhorn is a 
sandbank off the German North Sea Coast. Though it would certainly have known the presence of 
submarines during the war, it enters the poem as a marker post to Erskine Childer’s novel, The Rid-
dle of the Sands (1998, p. 121), a reference which will resonate with anyone who loves the book. 

Where are we going to anchor for the night?' I asked.  
'Under the Hohenhorn,' said Davies, ‘for auld lang syne!’  

Childer’s novel is full of the nostalgic ‘myth’ of Empire which appears in sections 11 and 12 of the 
poem (p21:xii:2): 

… tall tales that pass  
lightly over the truth, the reality  
of the comfort of houses, denying 
what doesn’t fit with familiar lies  
of friends.  

The poem exposes the lie, and hints at the consequences, which still resonate today (p20:xii:4): 

…there are  
hurricanes and worse of Africa,  
and at Algiers people leave port  
on boats some swindler calls  
good enough for a passage  
 
of the dispossessed.  

How can we deal with such a tainted cultural inheritance without throwing the baby out with the 
bath water? The good of any culture is inevitably wrapped up in a package with the bad. Cultural 
narratives are always literal lies, which can sometimes have horrific consequences. The violence in 
the early books of the Hebrew Bible, or in the Quran continue to feed actual violence today . But 
these stories may also contain imaginal truths, from which they derive their power. As the poem 
notes, “lies lived well come true in time” (p18:viii:6). The trouble is not in the story, but in trying to 
live it literally rather than as myth. The myth of a hierarchical reality with a supreme God at the 
pinnacle does not necessarily have to end with the white man “dining alone except for a few dark 
faces” (Childers 1998, p. 1), but it surely will if we take it literally. How can we deal with the con-
tradiction? We can give up or condemn our cultural inheritance and seek some other myth that is 
less divisive, though perhaps with less resonance and power to move us as individuals. Or we can 
embrace the myth, acknowledge the guilt, and the damage, and seek to transmute it by finding the 
universal nugget within the story. 
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3. The experience of place as location in space and geography versus place experienced as being and 
metaphor. 

Places can be experienced as fundamentally functional. We may value them for their materiality and 
the benefits it brings. There is, of course, also something known as the “spirit of place”, the feeling 
we have for a place experienced as a whole —it’s character. This is rooted first in physicality —in the 
responses that such things as elevation, vegetation, geology, weather and architecture have on us at 
an emotional, often subliminal, level. On top of this there is the layer of the known historical facts, 
and of deep memory, both of the place and culture, and of our individual stories within or in oppo-
sition to those. Out of these may grow a sense of places standing for things, of places as metaphors. 
Because of the complexity and depth to be found in the experience of certain places the potential is 
for these metaphors to be very rich and deep. This is something William Blake knew well: for him 
places formed a spiritual as well as physical landscape and geography. In his poetry, London and 
Albion became parts of his map of spiritual reality. This is a powerful device: “Blake’s mapping of 
individual perception onto physical geography … offers the possibility of redrawing the 
map(s)” (Michael 2006, p. 26).  

On a less grand scale I draw on feelings and images about places I have lived in ‘Albion’ in a similar 
way throughout this poem. The Abergwesyn road that leads eastwards from Tregaron over the 
Cambrian Mountains comes to stand for the border between deep memory and the present (p13:ii:
6); the cotton mills of Shipley in West Yorkshire are a step on a pilgrim’s path to the neo-platonist 
vision in Dentdale where coarse matter is seen as clothed in intellectual forms (p19:ix:5-6): 

…a limestone trough filled  
 
with reamy water from a pipe  
off the fells gathered like bright  
cylinder glass – molecules glowing,  
a quality as strange to matter  
as the child’s city is to the man —  
things forgotten but always known.  

In London the towers and streets become a spiritual battle-ground where the forces of positivism 
and imagination are ranged against each other (p14:iv); and Lowestoft “with the bridge / and the 
Sea Lake lodged under the Urals / and the wind ” comes to represent the unsettling presence of the 3

past in a present that rejects it (p17:vi:6):  

“… lightships on the sands with vacant  
galleries, their living-quarters all stripped  
out and abandoned except when a Trinity  
boat comes calling now and again”. 

 A wind that here is both the romantic wind of the deep memory, the wind of tea-clippers and timber fishing 3

smacks, and also the “lashing wind” of Wallace Stevens’ (2006) poem ‘Chaos in Motion and not in Motion’,  
that he wished was “something more than the spirit of Ludwig Richter … the wind that lashes everything at 
once”.
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4. The experience of physical embodiment versus linear thought and rationality, and of physical embod-
iment versus liminal spaces and irrational knowing. 

Trying to classify physicality, or the sense of embodiment, within the above scheme presented me 
with an interesting conundrum as to where to place it. From one perspective our unfiltered physical 
sensations can be a way into a deep sense of connection to the divine via physical reality: many 
body-oriented spiritual practices know this well. On the other hand bodily sensation has often been 
seen as an aspect of materiality which takes us further away from liminal states. From this perspec-
tive the imaginal is seen as more substantial than the physical. “Are stars in the mind less 
real?” (p18:viii:9). This is a huge question which I can’t begin to open up in the space available 
here, and which the poem asks but doesn’t really answer. It is clear, though, that there is promise in 
the meeting of the physical and the imagination. The ‘shoulders in the delicate hours of ones lover’s 
art’ (p14:iii:5) are very different to those in “pornography’s stark reverie / where ancient worlds are 
spent, / breath-dead” (p13:iii:3). We get the sense that the difference matters. 

OTHER THEMES 

There are many other themes in the poem which I am prevented from going into in detail here due 
to lack of space. There are numerous references to divination and astrology as a way into compre-
hending the world and in support of a Ptolemaic world view —“We make a centre where we stand!” 
(p19:x:1). There are also various literary cross-references going on, the most important of which is 
to Lord Byron’s long poem Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage. The shard-eyes reader may note several para-
phrases and references to this poem, which I have found an important source of inspiration, for its 
scope, wide-ranging style and vision, and overt romanticism.  

I was also inspired by a couple of early modern poets, particularly William Yeats’s insistence on writ-
ing in a formal style as a way of escaping from the personal (Yeats et al 1994):  

“All that is personal soon rots; it must be packed in ice or salt…. Talk to me of 
originality and I will turn on you in rage. I am a crowd, I am a lonely man, I 
am nothing. Ancient salt is best packing”.  

I chose the rhyme scheme AABCCB partly in reference to the many poems Yeats wrote with a BCCB 
stanza ending. I was also much influenced TS Eliot and other early modernist’s extensive use of jux-
taposition to mimic the fragmenting effect of modernism on the human mind, which has continued 
and expanded in the post-modern period. Though I adopt this mode in much of the poem it is here 
contained in a rather formal and traditional structure. 
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APPENDIX 
SHARDS OF GLASS 



SHARDS OF GLASS 

Say the world lies raw on a blade  
of steel: but hold the blade and name  
it a bird and she’ll grasp the world  
with delicate feet and sing of the traffic  
fading on dusky roads, and the tattered  
people and places their love was interred. 

How would we seem through the eyes  
of the dead? What say we don a tricorn  
hat and look to windward wondering  
on what’s been lost and what found?  
What of prophets in industrial towns 
and baggage handlers, or men pondering  

rhymes on S-class submarines  
in wartime, dog-eared reams  
of metrical verse for the ship’s rag  
off the Hohenhorn? What of disregarded  
gods? Or of half-true words imparted  
by some mediterranean oracle? 

Call these lines a hay-rake table  
merging old and new: a brave  
resolvedness of form, chip-carved bands  
to grace the edge and boards cut  
first by table saw, but  
bearing the deft marks of the hand. 

Say we put cynicism aside  
and discard the knowing smiles  
we make only to glance round seeking  
affirmation, discard them as a boatman  
casts off the bow line, and invoke  
some muse. So speak, 

women of innumerable days, 
of the greatest things within you laid  
in the breathing bones, and of the least, 
and the canticle between them — words  
forged in silver with a burred  
hammer, let them fall around my feet. 

ii 

It begins where the sun dips to the water  
or behind a hill and livestock are bought  
and sold; where microwaves go ‘popty-ping’  
and the radio’s slight static still sometimes  
suggests the Home Service or wartime  
among faint echoes of Taliesin. 
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As long as the sun sets in the eye  
of the West they will praise Urien:  
even in Dyfed where Strata Florida  
broods in a subdued land 
and choir and nave is spanned  
on winter nights with an intricate vault 

of stars by the Teifi. The hours 
of freedom are dearly made. Power  
passes to and fro, or lingers  
over the ages’ count of blood- 
feud and bond and there is no justice.  
I tap the warning out with fingers  

that have known the contrapuntal lines  
of Bach in piano classes and write  
a delicate figure over the bass;  
the hands that form extensions  
of themselves with plane or wrench,  
and have touched the strained faces 

of invalid relations. We travelled  
home past a rainbow trammelled  
on the hills, and that farmers’ pub  
with the independence flyer stuck up  
by pool table and hand pumps; 
and by groups of kids, the grandsons 

of presbyterian fishermen playing  
in towns where not one boat remains. 
IIn dreams we sit in homes of ancient stone  
and listen to rain and wind beating  
in across the fields, and braying sheep,  
and doze beside the Abergwesyn road. 

iii 

Beyond that road of dreams  
are boulevards and cars: the neat  
workplaces, trains and parks  
of home-bound Londoners appear 
in place of Rheged’s men whose spears  
and feats of arms have left no mark. 

We enter the data stream. Urien  
and the intricate lines of Bach are pried  
from the hands and shatter into glass fragments.  
I grasp a piece — reflections, memories,  
the news and pornography's stark reverie  
mark where ancient worlds are spent, 

breath-dead. The incommunicable  
fades in pursuit of the seemingly new:  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blended light and shade, unforgiving,  
only eyes and corridors of dust.  
Then I recall your voice and love  
shows a way to return to the living, 

a pattern set on town and water’s  
being fulfilled, a resonance born  
on antique streets as much from pumps  
and the quenching of steel, and cement,  
as the arterial pulse, or the sensitive  
hand, or the river lingering in the blood. 

You speak of men, “son of man” 
you say and I repeat, a man  
of memories and my hands’ knowing, 
of your shoulders in the delicate hours  
of your art, of your vertebrae and power  
clasped above and below and the flow 

of our many lives and liquid 
wanderings, strange minds mixed   
in odours, arms and looks.  
But even such things as these are splayed  
under the turning moods of the ages:  
our flowers, pressed in an empty book. 

iv 

Whose ownership, whose sense of right 
wracks the glowering days’ delight  
in liquid words? And what black dog  
mutters in the the night, this tattered  
cloak that tugs the ribcage flattered  
by the wind among the cars and joggers 

passing in the rain? A great shard  
shades St Thomas church and marks  
the moment doubt was smoothed away —  
a certainty, a finger held to warn  
against sentiment. But certainty is torn  
from motion, always sure but never remaining 

in one form. You shapeshifter! 
slave to the powerful, littering  
cities with skins sloughed 
in secret chambers of the mind. 
Whiner! Impeccable horror! Wise  
fool! Fossils, handbills and puffs 

of smoke. Men and women walk  
and clouds condense and seagulls sport  
far below the pinnacles of your towers  
and float-glass windows. And above  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you the heavens charged with the love  
images of pagans ring around 

(though the image is of birds, the fleet  
touch of wing-tip’s against the cheek  
that bring a subtlety or shift, the momentary  
alignment of knowing). Everything changes  
in a moment you can never see, create,  
or recognise, in spite of roads  

and cryogenic steel, and all the permutations  
of numbers. And all the while the raging  
world spins round and memory mixes lies  
and truth like an oracle: the buildings sit  
on bomb craters and patriotism and the spit  
of farriers, and machines fill the skies. 

v 

Night falls into fever under a rampaging  
moon, the sweat and flame-faced  
revellers wandering in the booze  
of small-town gardens, the candle-  
dark of neighbours, gossip, and tanned  
arms: these and the rampaging moon. 

Whom do we carouse with round the fires,  
or laid aback with tips of spine  
and scapulae pressed to earth or grass?  
We talk, but only for a glimpse of constellations  
through the trees or above the crenellated  
roofs of terraces, overmastered 

by the unexpected brush of fingers  
on the arm among the chiminieres 
and paper lamps, assailed  
by sultry wives whose thighs  
and sweat encompass the desire  
for love. Ancestral drunks of ale 

and pale wisps of laughter  
pass among our tentative handfastings  
and tongues; their thoughtless copulations  
our demise, our fall in each moment,   
their passage set in cartilage and bone  
the deep memory, redolent of nations. 

We are the walking chattels of time  
who project a winged image for a while  
onto the screens of quaint picture house  
or multiplex and are then discarded,  
worn out from bondage to a half-  
imagined life; ours the towns 
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where dawn comes as death,  
as stale beer on the grass left  
with last nights glasses and dreams,  
half eaten paper plates enough  
for suburbia. But tonight nothing’s 
real in the sense our lives are said to be. 

vi 

There’s Hertfordshire and urban train  
lines in Birmingham, and the Yorkshire Dales,  
and then there’s Lowestoft with the bridge  
and the Sea Lake lodged under the Urals  
and the wind. This one’s of curtains 
of lank rain and sandbars, of flotage 

and the memory of mooring buoys  
and slipways: the old guys could haul  
a smack or drifter up on the ebb  
and change a plank with it all caulked  
up before the tide. One time I walked  
to town from the new marina, set 

a brush of varnish down by the hull  
of a motorboat and went mulling  
these things so unaware I knocked  
a scaffolder laying baseplates  
by the road. You know how they  
can be but this one smiled lopsidedly 

and told me he once worked on trawlers  
“there’s no money in it anymore” 
and his father’s father built timber 
yawls down by the beach at Southwold. 
But boats are made of fibreglass now,  
shipped out to nose around river 

estuaries and bars where they somehow  
don’t belong, like the cats whose bows 
shade the victorian swing-bridge  
by the Yarmouth road. That night  
the fenders heaved against the piles  
and faint echoes of an east coast swell  

rolled up from Ipswich bringing dreams  
of estuary buoys and lobster creels,  
and lightships on the sands with vacant  
galleries, their living-quarters all stripped  
out and abandoned except when a Trinity  
boat comes calling now and again. 
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vii 

We knew the boatshed of memory  
long before knowing the boatshed  
of life — we’re born with it set  
in the brain. I stand  
there surrounded by lofted plans  
for yachts and mallet blows, and the bell 

notes of rigorous hammers. But rotten  
fibreglass —the crisp-packet flotsam  
of the Sea Lake— surround life’s shed.  
Inside we find the mind’s  
confusion: adze by angle-grinder,  
copper roves among engine beds 

and carbide tooling: toys for the rich.  
Even making’s a toy to the rich. 
Iroko replaces exhausted teak;  
forests lie between my hands  
and rest in laminated bands    
in the frames beneath my feet 

among the white marinas —  
here among the little heritage  
ships whose binnacles and seams  
and tales of men oppress our shoals  
with a trace of torpedo boats  
off Friesland and fire at sea. 

Fear fire and water! An oily  
rag left in a can may burn and foil  
a lifetime’s good intent if there is  
or ever were so strange a thing,  
and a man may drown in an inch  
of brine. But in the harbour sits 

the odd ketch or dory all roved  
up from history’s planks —an armload  
of tight boards salvaged from lost  
wrecks and Waveney silt, or the dark  
mud of the Thames: our hope-less barques  
of hope and the water, gently rocking. 

viii 

Fortune comes and fortune goes;  
it comes to those who wait, they say, though  
you may wait a lifetime and find  
none. We sailed where sun and stars  
made lofty circuits of the hearth  
and the cat sat singing my rhymes 
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among walls whose muddled history  
settled into corners and crevices  
like rust. One time we lit sage  
and drove the spirits from the beams  
with spoons and saucepans, dreamed  
them into a night full of the names 

of constellations — decan daemons 
of power and uncertain provenance.  
Then holding hands we left  
the fire to cats and solitude and sloped  
together through the dark oak  
fretwork of the lanes and trespassed 

on the Abergwesyn road where hills  
sip from a porrón of stars spilled  
over fords and wind-bent hawthorns. 
Are stars in the mind less real?  
We leant against a gate where field-walls  
met the road with old stones brought 

in memory of other mens’ potent 
hours —she with a woman’s hopes 
and uncouth desire and I,  
with a headful of schemes and hands  
shaped by the age and circumstance  
and an indolent nature. All of us lie 

ourselves to sleep, but lies lived  
well come true in time. By the bridge  
the Brennig whispered in the dark;  
there are things only science makes  
possible: I ignore them here in case  
my reverie is closer to the mark. 

ix 

But still I wonder what it would take  
to save the stars from vacuous space,  
from sums and orbital telescopes  
and propaganda. Mere scale!  
The mind is not apart from the tales  
it tells or the world it dreams on; hope 

dies when it’s said that to write of stars  
without irony or from the heart  
is sentimental. “My love! (meaning  
humanity: all those who’ve gazed  
up wondering at the constellations 
or made furrows with their feet) 

they’re just old light” we’re told;  
the Plough and the Pleiades lie cold  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in the lists of the dead. I draw a pitcher  
of Lethe’s water and drink deep;  
I roll the stone away and peer  
into an empty sepulchre; I sit 

and weep over stars, can’t sleep  
for thinking of the sky. Either  
galaxies are incidental light  
or they clothe emissaries: or both, 
perhaps, and there lies our hope  
though with banded wings. I left  

Bradford on a slam-door train  
and ran up river as late  
summer sun lit up the Shipley  
mills like returning memories;  
and by a road in Dentdale  
found a limestone trough filled 

with reamy water from a pipe  
off the fells gathered like bright  
cylinder glass – molecules glowing,  
a quality as strange to matter  
as the child’s city is to the man —  
things forgotten but always known.  

x 

We make a centre where we stand!  
and there the sun and planets  
round the earth in monumental circles;  
we make a centre where we stand  
and comets burn their prophecies, and  
Venus traces heart-shaped whorls  

around the brain. But there was Bedfordshire,  
whose downs and bracken lanes led  
on to Dunstable, and Luton with its many yards  
and patios where barbecues and lawns  
encased our mysteries and all  
we did was turned to shards of glass.  

The mirror breaks and every fragment  
multiplies and spins to makes a thousand  
glittering forms where there was one.  
The mirror breaks to make chrome  
facets, windows opening 
onto piecemeal worlds, and the sun 

tells no tales beyond the hours  
and the inprescient moon goes sour 
like abandoned milk. But all  
returns to its original form impelled  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by higher form; the world is held  
in thought —carbanundrum caught 

in a glass matrix like a grinding wheel,  
a balanced disk that shapes or kills  
with a moments inattention spun 
on whisper-smooth bearings. Listen! 
vitreous fragments can coalesce  
into ferns and ponds set under 

woodland branches — scrying pools  
for the subtle waning of the moon 
where a silent woman or a man  
may catch a glimpse of things when  
wind patterns the surface or sends  
gusts that blow back grains of sand. 

xi 

All this and more was told  
in the Book of our ancestors — hold  
a question, point and you’ll find  
your answer. But few seem to open  
them now —they contain no hope, 
even of divination. Bindings 

of goat and pig skin fray and tatter  
in bottom drawers “I am that  
I am” a seldom consulted oracle  
of mildewed pages, a missing text.  
But copies are still sent for repair  
or to be rebound —family bibles 

kept only for names written in pen 
on the endpapers or out of a pent  
up longing for continuity (though  
everything changes : nothing stays  
the same —even gods are reclaimed,  
harvested and gathered up for sowing 

in fields or poly-tunnels, even Yahweh  
and his only son). The god of our fathers  
went west on gull-winged ships  
but returned on the White Star Line  
with rumour of Christian Science  
and the Mormons of Salt Lake City. 

Shall I tell you how empires die?  
I know as much as anyone: I  
was in at the kill at Eastbourne  
and the better bits of London 
in the late seventies where one  
could still almost believe 
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if you had the money. There was tea  
at Claridges and cake, and appreciation  
for order and good manners;  
and women and war heroes blustering  
about change and how the luster’s  
gone, and the pain of no longer mattering.  

xii 

They left a listless monument, 
their sense of not quite belonging, 
of being lost among the rocks  
of Albion and the coastline  
and borders of this and most  
other places loved and pocketed 

as a child; the loss of classroom  
atlases, and tall tales that pass  
lightly over the truth, the reality  
of the comfort of houses, denying 
what doesn’t fit with the familiar lies 
of friends. We moan and tally 

up the least of things. Anchors 
drag in every storm, and there are  
hurricanes and worse off Africa,  
and at Algiers people leave port  
on boats some swindler calls  
good enough for a passage 

of the dispossessed, swindling lives  
while I sit in Sussex writing  
lines worth less than candles.  
But still I write, and I expect you also  
do your thing, meeting at the Fishbourne  
hall each week, perhaps, for hands 

of bridge or scaling some sea-cliff 
on the West Coast; or those meetings 
on the beach at Southwold with tinfoil  
barbecues and fishing. One time  
a barquentine ghosted the horizon 
for hours as we lay there, spindrift 

of history. Enough of a child’s losses! 
I take your hands, your soft  
feet interpenetrate with mine. 
Whatever path you’ve trod I honour  
that of God within you: on  
with the dance, let joy be unconfined.
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